Now a day everything around us ran by technology even little children knows how to operate the computer. However, how about us as an educator in our classroom, do you think it will be necessary and a good help in our teaching and learning of our learners?

Based on the Microsoft teaching with Technology training Workshop [www.depedbataan.com/issuance/division Memorandum no.112](s, 2017), Microsoft collaborates with DEPED in supporting and valuing the professional development of our educators for greater impact in teaching and learning. Part of the commitment is to ensure that the Microsoft continuously empowers those who can train their co-teachers and students.

According to the [www.celt.istate.edu/teaching/facilitating-learning-with-Technology](resources/engaging-students-in-learning/teaching-with-technology), Technology refers to advancements in the methods and tools we use to solve problems or achieve a goal. In the classroom, technology can encompass all kinds of tools from low-tech pencil, paper, and chalkboard, to use of presentation software, or high-tech tablets, online collaboration and conferencing tools, and more. Moreover based on [www.washington.edu/teaching/teaching](resources/engaging-students-in-learning/teaching-with-technology), the newest technologies allow us to try things in physical and virtual classrooms that were not possible before.

In addition, Microsoft in education, Expect More, Do More and Be More. Education has always been a BIG FOCUS for Microsoft, it continues to build solutions and programs to help transform education, preparing the teachers and students for 21st-century teaching & learning. As educators, we need to keep up with the innovations in
teaching & learning and ensure proper and responsible use of technology by our students.

It created a community that can help each other to spread out the different learning through Microsoft, the Microsoft Education Ambassadors, with the objectives to train the trainer for teaching with technology who are passionate about teaching with technology at the same time willing to train other teachers, and to develop the use of technology and learning using Microsoft applications.

Furthermore, Microsoft helping transform education, supporting educators, inspiring students, empowering Schools and Universities. It formed the “Readiness Teacher Program” a programs that geared toward the professional development of educators, which included the following: Online tutorial, Lesson Plans, Teaching tools, 21st Learning Design, Educator webcasts, Office tips and tricks such as Excel, Word, PowerPoint and One Note, lastly Microsoft education tools for teaching and learning.

Teaching through technology helps us to enhance our communication, skills, and engagement, strengthen our information to the different new trends of technology. Now we know that we do not need just stay in the four corners of our classroom and teach lessons base on the books or any references that we have inside the classroom. We must not be afraid to navigate and explore more; we need to equip ourselves with the existing, upgraded and updated techniques of teaching with the help of Microsoft. Let us enhance our professional development to uplift the learning for our learners. Be a member of Microsoft Educators Community enjoy while learning about the different courses and resources they offered and impart to us to upgrade the learning of pupils/students for the 21st-century teaching and learning.

Being as one of the chosen Microsoft Ambassadors, I have a vision that, “No more Teachers will leave behind in Using Technology in teaching.